Ultrasound-stimulated vibro-acoustography for high-resolution differentiation based on viscoelastic properties of tissue mimicking phantoms.
In the absence of an imaging technique that provides imagery of diseased tissue with high diagnostic accuracy and contrast, surgeons must often excise excess healthy tissue surrounding neoplasms to ensure complete removal of malignant tissues. Additional approaches that are commonly used in the detection of tumor regions include palpation and conventional ultrasound to locate the affected area. However, these techniques suffer from limitations such as minimal specificity and lack of depth penetration. Lack of specificity results in the production of unclear diseased tissue regions, and therefore fails to offer surgeons a reliable and accurate image guidance tool. The proposed work provides an alternative diagnostic modality termed ultrasound-stimulated vibro-acoustography (USVA) that aims to generate detailed images characterized by viscoelastic properties of tissues. We demonstrate selective imaging using phantom tissue samples of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) that are altered and arranged into unique geometries of varying elastic topology. Determining the precision and sensitivity of the USVA imaging system in identifying boundary regions as well as intensity ranges associated with tissue phantom targets will provide additional important information to allow for a non-invasive tool to distinguish diseased tissues from normal tissues in an in vivo setting.